CMS Editing Assets
Drop & Drag Assets

Editing Asset(s)

Deleting Asset(s)

Categories – Captions – Descriptions

Approving Asset(s)

Saving & Publishing

NOTE:

à Some functions may not be available to all users depending on permissions granted.
à Some of the colors and background may be different, subject to the client preferences.

Drag n’ Drop Assets
Drag and Drop New Asset(s) between Assets or
on top of an existing Asset you want replaced

Undefined Category
Alert

Drag & Drop one or more Assets from your folders
any place you want the asset(s) to appear

Drag n’ Drop Assets
Drag and Drop New Asset(s) between Assets. Or
on top of an existing Asset if you want to replace.

Undefined Category
Alert

Drag & Drop one or more Assets from your folders
any place you want the asset(s) to appear

Editing Assets
Roll Over Assets to View Options

Edit Tags

Primary Tag
Marked in Red

Right
RightClick
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anyAsset
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ViewOptions
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Editing Assets
Press “Ctrl & Select” on your keyboard to edit
multiple assets at the same time.

You will get a notification advising you that you are making
changes to multiple assets at once. Any changes made will
affect all the assets that are selected.

Deleting Assets
To delete an image, simply right click on the image in the asset panel on the left and
you will get access the drop down to delete your asset.

Captions and Categories
To add captions you can click on the “Caption” chevron
and click on the editable box next to the word and it will
open up and allow you to add your caption.

You would do the same thing to add your
descriptions for your images. Just click on the
editable box next to the word

There are Drop Down Menu options for “Category” selection. There is one in
the asset panel on the left and also on the main selection in the right side.

Approval
A useful feature in ICE is the approval section that allows certain users to approve or reject each image.
This feature provides you with more control, because you will select individually which image goes to a
distributor. It will also provide you with a history of who approved/rejected, by giving you the status of
the image, the date it happened, and who changed it.

To approve or reject an image just
click on the Approval chevron and
then click on the change link. The
“Approve or Reject” prompt will
appear.

Save and Exit
Once you have finished making all the changes that you wish, you will need to
save your changes. To do this you will need to click on the Save and Exit button
located on the top right.

A prompt will appear asking if you wish to
save and activate the changes, save the
changes but not activate them, or discard
your changes.

History Status
This feature allows users to see the last person to edit the listing and the last person to
save and activate the listing. IcePortal keeps track in our logs of who edits and saves each
listing, allowing users to view a history of the edits made to each individual listing.

The live status shows the current saved version of the listing, as well
as the date it was saved and the user who activated (Version 58).

The edit status shows the current version of the listing still being edited, as
well as the date it was edited and the user who made changes (Version 59).
This version will become the “live version” only when the property is saved.

History Status
This feature identifies which user was the last person to edit the listing. IcePortal keeps
track in our logs of who edits each listing, this will allow you to see who was the last
person to save and activate a listing. If it is in edit mode you will be able to see which
user has placed the listing in edit mode as well.

The live status shows the current saved version of the listing, as well
as the date it was saved and the user who activated (Version 58).

The edit status shows the current version of the listing still being edited, as
well as the date it was edited and the user who made changes (Version 59).
This version will become the “live version” only when the property is saved.
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